
From a plie squat position with a single dumbbell resting just inside one foot, cross it in front and up, 
raising it above the opposite shoulder.  Drop back down into a plie squat on the opposite side as the 
first, and again squat up and cross the weight in front of you.  Repeat!

This move will whittle down your mid-section, those outer thighs, and is perfect for making those 
shoulders pop out of that sleeveless summer top!

with one leg forward, lunge down on your front leg and shoulder press with the opposite arm; as you 
stand up and lower the shoulder press, also perform a front shoulder raise with the opposite arm.  
It’s a complicated move that’ll really get a lot of muscles working at once! 

The more muscles working means the faster your metabolism is going to burn through that stored 
bodyfat! Remember to hold that core tight to work those lower ab muscles as you twist babes
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A twisted and tubular workout to move as many muscles in as short of time as possible.  This workout will really 
get you feeling beach ready and excited for that two piece, so grab those weights and lets get it started! 

Can you do this 3 times through?!

with Tone It Up!
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x20
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Stretched out in a plank position, placing your weight on your toes and forearms, rotate your hips 
slowly to each side, working to tap your hip to the ground before holding at the top.

This move will really make those abs pop, by working the core the way it was designed to work, by 
stabilizing your spine against rotational forces.  Science IS sexy!

In a V-Sit position, rotate from center to one side, controlling the weight with your core.  Bring the 
weights back to center and shoulder press up before rotating to the other side!

This move really fires up your core, and works your shoulders and biceps to finish off the Twist and 
SHOUT workout!  Great job babes, now do it again!
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